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abstract:

Refractory castables exhibit very low fracture strain levels when subjected to tension or

bending.

The main objective of this work is to show that 3-D digital image correlation (3-D DIC)

allows such low strain levels to be measured. Compared to mechanical extensometer mea-

surements, 3-D DIC makes it possible to reach similar strain resolution levels and to avoid

the problem of position dependance related to the heterogeneous nature of the strain and to

strain localization phenomena.

First, the 3-D DIC method and the experimental set-up are presented. Secondly, an anal-

ysis of the 3-D DIC method is performed in order to evaluate the resolution, the standard

uncertainty and the spatial resolution for both displacement and strain measurements. An

optimized compromise between strain spatial resolution and standard uncertainty is reached

for the configuration of the experimental bending test. Finally, the macroscopic mechanical

behavior of a fiber reinforced refractory castable (FRRC) is studied using mechanical exten-

sometry and 3-D DIC in the case of tensile and four-point bending tests. It is shown that

similar results are obtained with both methods. Furthermore, in the case of bending tests

on damaged castable, 3-D DIC results demonstrate the ability to determine Young’s modulus

from heterogeneous strain fields better than by using classical beam deflection measurements.

keywords: 3-D digital image correlation – refractory castable – fiber – full-field tech-

niques – uncertainty assessment – resolution – spatial resolution
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1 Introduction

Full-field optical techniques for displacement or strain measurements are now widely used in

experimental mechanics. The main techniques are photoelasticity, geometric moiré, moiré

interferometry, holographic interferometry, speckle interferometry (ESPI), grid method and

digital image correlation (DIC) [1–4]. It should be noted that some of these techniques can

only measure in-plane displacements/strains on planar specimens and some of them can give

both in-plane and out-of-plane displacement/strain fields on any kind of specimen (planar

or not). Due to its simplicity and versatility, the DIC method is probably one of the most

commonly used methods, and many applications can be found in the literature: heterogeneous

deformation of foams [5], crack growth of functionally graded materials [6], large deformation

of polymers [7,8] for instance. This method can be used with a single camera (standard DIC)

to measure in-plane displacement/strain fields on planar objects, or with two cameras (3-D

Digital Image Correlation) to measure 3-D displacement/strain fields on any 3-D object [9–11].

DIC method has already been used on concrete samples to measure strains during com-

pression tests [12], to evaluate the damage [13,14] or to characterize localization and cracking

phenomena [15]. In most of these studies, the DIC technique was used to characterize the

fracture process in concretes. In these cases, DIC is easy to handle because measured dis-

placements are quite large. Recently, Puyo-Pain et al. [16] evaluated the elastic properties of

a ceramic brazing joint using DIC-based full-field measurements under tensile, compression

and bending loads. They succeeded in measuring very small strains (< 10−4). Orteu et al. [17]

have applied the 3-D DIC technique to characterize the behavior of fiber reinforced refractory

castables (FRRC) by performing 3-D reconstruction of metallic fibres and 3-D displacement

measurement during a tensile test using virtual extensometers.

Refractory castables exhibit very low fracture strain levels in the case of tensile tests

[18–21]. Moreover, such granular materials are highly heterogeneous. Consequently, it is

difficult to obtain reliable strain values using mechanical extensometers.

The aim of this paper is to show that the 3-D DIC technique has three main advantages

for strain measurements of fiber reinforced refractory castables with regard to their elastic

behavior: (a) a strain resolution for macroscopic measurements close to that provided by

mechanical extensometers, without the problem of the spatial dependance in the position of

the extensometer rods, (b) full-field intrinsic potentiality, which gives a description of the
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spatial distribution of strain, and (c) a three-dimensional measurement of the sample shape

and the displacement fields, which makes it possible to provide the true surface (2-D) strain

tensor fields on 3-D objects.

2 3-D Digital Image Correlation (3-D DIC)

2.1 Principle

The 3-D DIC method is based on both digital image correlation (DIC) [22] and stereovision,

and was developed at the end of the last century [9,23–26]. The technique uses a DIC algorithm

to determine point correspondences between two images of a specimen acquired from two

rigidly bounded cameras. The correlation scores are computed by measuring the similarity of

a fixed subset window in the first image to a shifting subset window in the second one. A first-

order two-dimensional shape function in the subset [27] and a zero normalized sum of square

difference (ZNSSD) correlation criterion are used. Sub-pixel correlation is performed using

quintic B-spline grey level interpolation [28]. After determining the calibration parameters

for each camera as well as the 3-D relative position/orientation of the two cameras (pinhole

model and radial distortion of 3rd order), the 3-D specimen shape can be reconstructed from

the point correspondences using triangulation. To determine the 3-D displacement field, DIC

is also used to determine point correspondences between the stereo pairs acquired before

and after deformation. The strain field is obtained from the displacement field by numerical

differentiation. A complete description of the 3-D DIC technique can be found in the literature,

e.g. Luo et al. [24] or Garcia [29]. In this work, we have used the Vic-3D r© commercial

software [30].

It should be noted that 3-D DIC was used in this work instead of standard 2-D DIC for

two main reasons: (a) in 2-D DIC, the specimen must be positioned parallel to the camera

sensor and must undergo a planar deformation without any out-of-plane displacement. In

practice, this is difficult to guarantee, and an apparent strain could be added to the real strain

undergone by the specimen, and (b) due to the calibration requirements of the stereo rig, lens

distortions are also corrected for better accuracy measurements.
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2.2 Experimental set-up

The stereo rig is composed of two 8-bit Qimaging r© Qicam digital cameras with a CCD res-

olution of 1360 × 1036 pixels. Computar 25 mm f1.3 and Nikkor Nikon 60 mm f2.8 macro

lenses are used in the experiments. Typical magnification factors g are gb = 10.3 pixels/mm

for bending tests (Computar lenses) and gt = 28 pixels/mm for tensile tests (Nikkor lenses).

Dimensions of the 4-point bending test specimens are 25 × 25 × 150 mm3 with a region of

interest (ROI) of 25× 125 mm2 (in dashed lines in Figure 1 – left). Dimensions of the tensile

test specimens are 25 × 30 × 30 mm3 in the reduced section with a ROI of 25 × 46 mm2 (in

dashed lines in Figure 1 – right).

[Figure 1 about here.]

Several parameters are involved in the 3-D DIC method: the subset size or correlation

window size (cws), the grid step size p of the matched points, and the number of neighboring

matched points (nmp) used for the strain computation by discrete derivation. The subset size

cws defines the displacement spatial resolution as cws/g (in mm). The step size p is chosen as

a compromise for obtaining a reasonable smooth displacement field without using an excessive

amount of computer time. Typical step sizes are 5 pixels for the bending test images and 10

pixels for the tensile test images. The number of matched points and the step give the N ×N

pixels size of the square optical gauge surface, as N = nmp×p−1 (in pixels) or N/g (in mm),

which defines the strain spatial resolution.

3 Optimization of 3-D DIC parameters and metrologi-

cal aspects

In the following, a procedure to estimate practically the resolution and the uncertainty as-

sessment of the 3-D DIC measurements is presented. The analysis is focussed on bending

test specimens. The displacement/strain standard uncertainty [31] will be evaluated from the

displacement/strain standard deviation, defined by eqn. (1), as:

σ(R) =

√√√√ 1

Nb

Nb∑
i=1

(Rmeas.
i − µ(R))2 (1)
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for which R can be the horizontal displacement U or the strain along the same direction, called

ε, measured by DIC or 3-D DIC. Nb is the number of the correlated points in the ROI and

µ(R) is the bias (mean value), defined by eqn. (2), as:

µ(R) =
1

Nb

Nb∑
i=1

(Rmeas.
i ) (2)

A speckle analysis is first performed that highlights the quality of the painted speckle pat-

tern. Displacement (section 3.2) and strain (section 3.3) resolution and standard uncertainty

are then experimentally estimated.

3.1 Speckle-pattern analysis

The analysis was performed on one of the concrete bending test specimen images. A black

speckle pattern was randomly sprayed on its flat white painted surface. Several attempts were

made to obtain an evenly distributed pattern of black paint drops (Figure 2).

[Figure 2 about here.]

One can observe in Figure 2 that the grey level distribution is not uniform, with lower pixel

counts in the 50 to 80 grey level range. Only about 150 grey levels (between 15 and 165) are

present.

The size of the speckle (“grain size”) is also examined by computing the autocorrelation

radius, based on the autocorrelation function of a speckle image [32]. In this work, the

autocorrelation radius D/2 is calculated at the height h corresponding to the slope change of

the 3-D normalized autocorrelation function peak of the image (see Figure 3). A mean radius

of 6.19 pixels with a standard deviation of 2.28 pixels is obtained.

[Figure 3 about here.]

Some studies have been done on our laboratory on synthetic speckle-pattern images with

different speckle sizes (mean autocorrelation radii between 2 and 56 pixels), provided by a

synthetic speckle texture image generator software [29, 33]. DIC was performed using Vic-

2D r© software between reference and deformed images (imposed rigid displacement of 0.5

pixels, that minimizes the systematic error [12,34]) when varying the subset size from 9 to 61

pixels (9, 11, 15, 21, 25, 31, 41 and 61). The step size p was chosen as equal to cws so that

there is no overlap between neighboring subsets, ensuring the statistical independence of the
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errors. This computation was also done for a step size lower than cws (e.g. p = 5 pixels) and

the same result was observed, showing that for displacement standard deviation assessment,

the step size has no influence. It was found that the optimum mean speckle size corresponds

to a mean autocorrelation radius of 5.7 pixels - say between 4.8 and 8.7, as presented in Figure

4.

[Figure 4 about here.]

For lower radii, the standard deviation increases as the radius decreases and a slope of -1 in the

log-log graph is regularly observed. In this case, the speckle size is too small compared with

the subset size, which means that the speckle is not coded on a sufficient number of pixels (bad

over-sampling). For autocorrelation radii greater than 5.7, the standard deviation increases as

the radius increases, and very high values are obtained for small subset sizes and large radii.

Typically, the size of a large speckle is larger than the subset, giving bad correlation scores. It

is worth noting, firstly, that the subset size should be larger than the speckle size, the practical

rule of thumb being a subset 3 times larger than the mean speckle size. Secondly, it was noted

that increasing the subset size reduces the displacement standard uncertainty but also reduces

the displacement spatial resolution.

In conclusion, the autocorrelation radius of the speckle concrete specimen is close to 6

pixels, so we can consider that we have achieved an optimum painted speckle size. However

its standard deviation is twice that obtained with a synthetic speckle and its grains are not

really randomly distributed.

3.2 Displacement resolution and uncertainty

This section deals with an estimation of the displacement resolution and uncertainty based on

imposed rigid body displacements of the specimen. Some studies have suggested estimating

the displacement errors by imposing rigid displacements to a speckle-pattern specimen [35],

generally to evaluate DIC algorithms. In the case of 2-D DIC, the procedure is problematic.

Firstly, it is in practice impossible to impose on the specimen a displacement that is perfectly

parallel to the CCD sensor plane. Secondly, in the case of a pure translation parallel to the

CCD sensor plane, there is no deformation of the subset image, which leads to an optimal

(biased) situation for DIC. In the case of 3-D DIC, pinhole projections of the specimen on the

two CCD sensors allow a complete and true evaluation to be made of the correlation-based
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image matching and 3-D reconstruction algorithms. This is due to the fact that the specimen

plane movements are never parallel to both CCD sensor planes and that there is an apparent

projective deformation of the speckle-pattern on the stereoscopic images [29]. This confirms

that it is relevant to use solid rigid displacements of a speckle-pattern specimen to evaluate

3-D DIC.

The ultimate displacement resolution related to the image noise can be examined by study-

ing a completely static configuration. The image noise is estimated by recording 5 pairs of

images of the painted speckle concrete specimen in standard laboratory conditions without any

movement. First, new images are built by image subtraction (pixel-by-pixel) between the first

left image (reference image) and the 4 other left images. Then the image noise is estimated

by evaluating the grey level distribution of each new image. A mean value of 0.147 grey levels

and a standard deviation of 2.108 grey levels are obtained. 3-D DIC is then performed using

Vic-3D r© between the reference pair of images and the 4 other pairs of images when varying

the subset size cws (11, 17, 25, 35, 51 and 65 pixels). Results are presented in Figure 5 in

terms of mean displacement µ(U) and standard deviation σ(U).

[Figure 5 about here.]

For subset sizes greater or equal to 25 pixels, σ(U) is equal or less than 0.5 µm (5 × 10−3

pixels). The bias (mean displacement) is between -1.2 and 0.3 µm (−13× 10−3 and 3.2× 10−3

pixels). The displacement resolution can thus be estimated as equal to the noise measurement

and is about 0.5 µm (5× 10−3 pixels).

Displacement uncertainty by imposing zero-strain 3-D rigid unknown displacements is now

presented. A series of 50 pairs of images is recorded on the castable specimen undergoing rigid

body motions (typically between 0 and 1 mm). 3-D DIC is performed for different values of

the subset size, and σ(U) is estimated (Figure 6).

[Figure 6 about here.]

For small subsets, σ(U) is important. For subset sizes greater than 25 pixels, σ(U) decreases

and becomes quite constant, and is in the 0.5 to 3 µm range. The average value of σ(U)

for all experiments converges to 1.5 µm for subsets greater than 25 pixels. The standard
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deviation of σ(U) for all experiments is independent of the subset size and equal to 0.5 µm.

As the displacement standard uncertainty is evaluated from σ(U), a good estimation of the

displacement standard uncertainty is 1.5 µm. Note that the random error previously observed

without any motion (only image noise) and representative of the displacement resolution was

close to 0.5 µm, while the same tendencies are observed. For the actual image resolution gb

= 10.3 pixels/mm, the displacement standard uncertainty corresponds to about 1.5 × 10−2

pixels.

There is always a compromise between spatial resolution and displacement standard

uncertainty: increasing the spatial resolution (lower subset size) increases the displacement

uncertainty. We have previously shown that a speckle size corresponding to an autocorrelation

radius close to 6 pixels is an optimum size. For a painted speckle size with a mean radius

close to 6 pixels, we decided that a good compromise is obtained for a subset size of 25

pixels (i.e. 2.4 mm) leading to a displacement standard uncertainty of about 1.5 µm. In the

following, the subset size will be imposed at 25 pixels for the bending test specimens.

Finally, a direct comparison was made between displacements imposed by a micrometer

translation stage and measured by the 3-D DIC method. It should be pointed out that our goal

is not to qualify the 3-D DIC measurement system, because the resolution and the standard

uncertainty of the “reference” measurement method are not well known and are probably of

the order of magnitude of the 3-D DIC method, but this comparison acts as an illustration.

A plane metal specimen with a synthetic speckle-pattern, printed on a paper sheet and

stuck to it, is fixed on a 1 µm resolution translation device. Displacements are imposed by the

micrometer in the 1 µm to 10 mm range. A series of images of the speckle-pattern specimen

is acquired by a calibrated stereo rig following the previously described conditions. 3-D DIC

is then performed on these image pairs. As the axis of the imposed micrometer displacement

~Uimp is unknown, 3-D DIC displacement results are calculated at each correlated point i as

the norm of the 3-D measured displacement vector ~U i
mes. Results are shown in Figure 7.

[Figure 7 about here.]

The relative error e is given by eqn. (3)

e =

∣∣∣∑i

(
‖~U i

mes‖ − ‖~Uimp‖
)∣∣∣

‖~Uimp‖
. (3)
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An acceptable relative error is observed for displacements greater than 4 µm. For displace-

ments lower than 2 mm, absolute measured errors are always lower than 10 µm.

3.3 Strain resolution and uncertainty

Strain values resulting from the image noise are first discussed. Strain fields are computed

with the post-processor of the Vic-3D r© software when varying the number of neighboring

matched points nmp used for the strain computation by discrete derivation, i.e. the optical

gauge length, for the reference pair of images and the 4 other pairs of images already used in

section 3.2. As expected (see Figure 8), σ(ε) decreases as the gauge length increases.

[Figure 8 about here.]

It is worth pointing out that for an optical gauge length equal to the size of the ROI, one finds

a unique homogeneous strain value with a zero standard deviation. The bias µ(ε) is between

−8×10−6 and 6×10−6. The order of magnitude of the strain resolution can thus be estimated

as equal to the noise measurement, about 10−5. For an arbitrary choice of nmp = 15 and p = 5,

giving a gauge length (nmp×p−1)/gb = 7.2 mm, the minimum strain error is close to 3×10−5.

Strain fields for the 50 rigid body motion experiments discussed in section 3.2 were also

computed with Vic-3D r© when varying the number of neighboring matched points. One can

observe in Figure 9 that in all cases, σ(ε) decreases as the gauge length increases and that the

dispersion is quite constant.

[Figure 9 about here.]

For nmp = 15 corresponding to a 7.2 mm strain gauge length, values close to 10−4 are

obtained, with a rather low dispersion (standard deviation of σ(ε) is close to 0.25× 10−4). In

the present study, this 7.2 mm strain gauge length is a good compromise between the strain

spatial resolution and the strain standard uncertainty (10−4).

As the true zero strain is known, the bias µ(ε) can be calculated, as presented in Figure

10.

[Figure 10 about here.]
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The bias is independent of the strain gauge length: values are in the −2 × 10−5 to 6 × 10−5

range, but the mean value for bias is lower than 10−5 with a standard deviation of 2× 10−5.

As a conclusion, strain standard uncertainty is dependent on the strain gauge length,

typically about 10−4 for a 7.2 mm strain gauge length, but the mean strain error on the ROI

is independent of the strain gauge length and its value is a decade lower: the systematic strain

error is lower than 10−5.

3.4 Synthesis

We have shown that the optimal speckle size corresponds to a mean radius close to 6 pixels.

For the textured bending test specimen, we have shown that a displacement spatial resolution

of cws/gb = 2.4 mm obtained with a subset size cws = 25 pixels is a good compromise and

that the displacement standard uncertainty of the 3-D DIC in the configuration of this work

could be estimated at 1.5 µm. Using an optical gauge of 15 neighboring matched points which

is a good compromise between the strain spatial resolution of (15× p− 1)/gb = 7.2 mm (for a

step p = 5) and the strain standard uncertainty estimated to 10−4, the systematic strain error

on the ROI is lower than 10−5.

For the tensile test specimens, and based on the same analysis, the chosen subset size is

cws = 40 pixels, thus the displacement spatial resolution is cws/gt = 1.43 mm and the strain

spatial resolution is (15× p− 1)/gt = 5.32 mm (for a step p = 10).

4 Mechanical behavior of a fiber reinforced refractory

castable studied by 3-D DIC

4.1 Material and experimental methods

4.1.1 Fiber reinforced refractory castable (FRRC)

The FRRC in question is a geopolymer based refractory castable reinforced with 1.5 % vol. of

metallic fibres. The FRRC formulation and processing route have been detailed in previous

papers [36, 37]. The maximum aggregate size is of 3 mm and metallic fibers have a 12.5

mm length and a 0.38 mm diameter. After a 80◦C drying step, the FRRC is fired in order

to stabilize the microstructure for high temperature applications. Such heat treatment is
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known to generate damage in the FRRC microstructure. This is mainly due to the differential

dilatometric behaviors of the matrix, of the aggregates and of the metallic fibres [37, 38].

Damage mechanisms deal with aggregate/matrix decohesions, fiber/matrix decohesions and

with matrix microcracking. Three firing temperatures are considered: 110◦C, 500◦C and

900◦C. The higher the firing temperature, the higher the damage level [20]. As a consequence,

for each firing temperature, the mechanical behavior and the microstructure of the FRRC are

different.

4.1.2 Experimental methods

Uniaxial tensile tests are performed at room temperature on a MTS 810 servo-hydraulic uni-

versal testing machine by means of a non-articulated tensile system (Figure 11 on the left).

Sample extremities are glued on metallic plates. The specimen geometry has been defined

to concentrate the highest stress levels in a reduced cross-section of 30 × 25 mm2. Strain

measurements can be performed using mechanical extensometers that are characterized by a

12.5 mm gauge length. A grinding operation is performed on the two opposite faces where

the spray painted speckle is applied and the extensometers are placed. A parallelism error

lower than 0.05 mm is obtained between these two faces. A particular attention is paid to

obtaining the best possible alignment between the sample axis and the machine loading axis

in order to minimize parasitic bending. Monotonic tests and cyclic loading/unloading tests

are performed at a crosshead displacement velocity of 0.04 mm/min.

[Figure 11 about here.]

For 4-point bending tests, a specific device installed on the same universal testing machine

is used (Figure 11 on the right). Several works have shown that experimental results of bending

tests are very sensitive to the boundary conditions, like the geometry of the loading contacts

and the degrees of freedom of the contact supports [39,40]. As a consequence, some precautions

have been taken in order to minimize the error sources that have been previously identified

when testing ceramics. Loading is applied with alumina parts. The two lower alumina rollers

are 125 mm spaced and supported by a fixed base. The two upper rollers are 45 mm spaced and

are supported by a free rotation universal joint. Samples have a 150 mm length and a 25× 25

mm2 cross-section. The lower and upper faces of the sample are machined by grinding to obtain

a parallelism error lower than 0.05 mm between these two faces. Measurement of the sample
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deflection is made by a linear variable displacement transducer coupled with a fine alumina

rod that is in contact with the central point of the sample lower face. Both monotonic tests

and loading/unloading cyclic tests have been performed at a constant crosshead displacement

velocity of 0.02 mm/min.

The theory of elasticity is applied to calculate Young’s modulus E and the nominal strength

σ on the tension sample face:

σ =
3P (L− l)

2bh2
(4)

E =
P

d

1

8bh3
(L− l)

(
2L2 + 2Ll − l2

)
(5)

where P is the applied load; b and h are respectively the width and the height of the specimen;

L and l are the distances between the lower and the upper loading rollers and d is the sample

deflection.

4.2 Exploitation of strain fields measured by 3-D DIC during me-

chanical tests

For both tensile and bending tests, the 3-D DIC method is used to determine strain fields

and strain mean values. Parameters of the 3-D DIC method retained in this part of the study

are those described and justified in section 3. During mechanical tests, one pair of images is

stored every 500 ms.

As mentioned in section 3, the strain standard uncertainty is close to 10−4. This is quite a

high value compared to the strain levels which characterize the FRRC behavior under tension.

On the other hand, the mean value for the systematic strain error is close to 10−5. As a

consequence, for each step of strain determination by 3-D DIC, a mean value of the local

strain determined at each point of the considered ROI is calculated. This approach is based

on the assumption that this macroscopic strain value remains reliable in spite of the large

spatial strain random error.

Furthermore, the mean value for the strain bias is lower than 10−5 but with a standard

deviation of 2 × 10−5 (see Figure 10). Consequently, to avoid a large scattering of the strain

measurements by 3-D DIC after the spatial averaging, it was decided to smooth the 3-D DIC

strain versus time curve. Thus, for each point of the curve, a strain mean value was calculated

by 3-D DIC from seven image pairs. They deal with the image pair of the considered point

and with the image pairs of the three previous and three following points.
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Results of this method are illustrated by considering the case of a cyclic tensile test per-

formed on a sample fired at 500◦C. During this test, the strain was also measured by a mechan-

ical extensometer. The temporal evolutions of strains calculated by 3-D DIC are superposed

onto the extensometer measurements before (Figure 12, left) and after applying smoothing

(Figure 12, right).

[Figure 12 about here.]

An examination of these two figures reveals the beneficial reduction of the scattering am-

plitude which is obtained after applying the smoothing procedure. Because of the high image

storing rate compared to the crosshead displacement velocity, the smoothing procedure does

not greatly affect the temporal evolutions of the 3-D DIC strain. In this study, strain curves

calculated by 3-D DIC will ultimately be smoothed using this method. As a preliminary com-

ment, it can be observed that the 3-D DIC strain evolutions are close to the evolutions of the

strain measured by the mechanical extensometer. Such comparison must be made carefully.

Particularly, it must not be overlooked that the mechanical extensometer measurements are

sensitive to the localization of the alumina rod tips compared to the microstructural hetero-

geneities and to strain localization phenomena.

The general macroscopic behavior of the FRRC in question has already been discussed in

previous papers [20, 41]. Some significant results will now be considered in order to illustrate

the benefits of coupling the 3-D DIC method to mechanical tests.

4.3 Mechanical tests

4.3.1 Tensile test results

Results of tensile tests performed on FRRC have already been presented and discussed [20,

21, 41]. Generic comments can be made to describe the room temperature tensile behavior.

At the beginning of the first loading, a linear elastic behavior is observed. When the stress

level increases, the behavior moves to a non-linear one. This is due to microcracking damage

processes that occur in the FRRC. At the stress peak, one or several macrocracks appear in the

tensile test sample. The behavior moves to a softening part, because of the presence of fibers

that bridge the macrocracks. During the application of loading/unloading cycles, permanent

strains and hysteresis loops are measured. This must be related to the energy loss by internal

friction in the microcracks.
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When considering the 500◦C fired FRRC, Figure 13 makes a comparison between the two

behavior curves which can be obtained either from the 3-D DIC strain values or from those

given by the extensometer.

[Figure 13 about here.]

It can be observed that the behavior curve plotted from the 3-D DIC values follows the

behavior curve plotted with the values measured by the extensometer. Permanent strain

values are higher during loading/unloading loops in the case of 3-D DIC measurements. A

small difference is also obtained for the strain at the peak stress between the two methods.

These differences must be related to the strain localization phenomena which occur during the

concrete cracking processes. The strains measured by the extensometer are more dependent on

crack location sites. Indeed, the 3-D DIC method gives a mean value of the strain field which

takes into account all local strain gradients which characterize the surface being considered.

As a consequence, all microcracks are integrated wherever they initiate. Thus, the 3-D DIC

method allows access to a macroscopic strain field less dependent on crack locations. Moreover,

some differences between the two measurements may come from the fact that strains are not

measured on the same face of the tensile test sample. Even if particular attention is paid to the

sample preparation and alignment procedures, some bending components can appear in the

sample during the test because of material heterogeneities and because of the non symmetry

of damage processes. Such effects have already been exposed and discussed by Nazaret et

al. [20].

Considering the first linear elastic domain, Young’s modulus values calculated from the

3-D DIC tensile test curves are presented in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

They are compared to Young’s modulus values determined from extensometer measurements

performed both in the field of the present work and in previous works without applying the

3-D DIC method [41]. Young’s modulus values obtained from extensometer measurements

are the results of merging and averaging the data of five tests for each firing temperature.

The scattering of Young’s modulus values which is obtained is normal for such heterogeneous

material. As can be seen, Young’s modulus values determined by the 3-D DIC method are

very close to those obtained from the extensometer values.
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4.3.2 Four point bending test results

In this bending load case, the strain field is highly heterogeneous. As a consequence and

because of the behavior specificities of damaged refractory castables, care must be taken when

characterizing their tension behavior and determining their Young’s modulus from bending

tests. As discussed in a previous paper [20], considering the beam deflection can lead to large

errors in the determination of Young’s modulus. Some results will now be considered to show

that performing the 3-D DIC method on FRRC bending samples can be particularly useful in

making such a determination. In the present work, the strain field is evaluated by 3-D DIC

following the previously detailed method. At each storing time, a macroscopic value of the

longitudinal strain is determined by calculating the strain mean value of a 45 mm width and

1mm height strain field. As detailed in Figure 14, this field is obtained by considering an area

located between the two upper loading rollers and in the lower part of the vertical face of the

bending sample.

[Figure 14 about here.]

Young’s modulus is then determined by performing a linear fitting between the applied

load values (P ) and the 3-D DIC strain values considering the theory of elasticity (eqn. (6)):

E =
3P (L− l)

2εbh2
(6)

where E is Young’s modulus and ε the longitudinal strain measured by the 3-D DIC method.

Even if the area under consideration has a small height compared to its width, it takes into ac-

count a vertical strain gradient. As a consequence, the calculated strain mean value is a minor

value of the true tension strain which specifically characterizes the lower face of the bending

sample. Thus, this leads to an overestimation of Young’s modulus when it is determined from

such 3-D DIC measurements and from eqn. (6). 3-D DIC strains are computed using a square

optical gauge of 7.2 × 7.2 mm2 in size. This corresponds to the strain spatial resolution as

described in section 3. Because of this strain spatial resolution and of the strain gradient, cal-

culating the 3-D DIC strain value at the lower limit of the considered area (i.e. at the bottom

edge of the sample) means the strain mean value is determined at 7.2/4 = 1.8 mm from the

edge. On the other hand, when the strain is calculated at the upper limit of the considered

area, the value obtained corresponds to the longitudinal strain at (7.2/2+1)/2 = 2.3 mm from

the bottom edge of the sample. Thus, considering that the strain gradient is linear between
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the lower sample edge and the neutral axis, the overestimation of Young’s modulus can be

estimated as being in the 14.4% to 18.4% range. It must be noticed that this overestimation

of strain values is not an intrinsic property of the 3-D DIC method. In this method, the

strain resolution is directly related to the image characteristics and may be greatly reduced

for example when considering a larger sample or a larger magnification.

For both tensile and 4-point bending tests, values of the FRRC Young’s modulus are pre-

sented in Table 1 and for the three firing temperatures. The values have been obtained from

the 3-D DIC method for tensile tests and bending tests and also from extensometer measure-

ments in the case of tensile tests. For the 500◦C and 900◦C firing temperatures, all the values

obtained from bending tests are in the uncertainty range of those obtained from tensile tests.

It may seem surprising not to find a systematic overestimation of Young’s modulus values

obtained from the 3-D DIC method because of the previously described strain gradient phe-

nomenon. This must be related to the specific mechanical behavior which characterizes the

FRRC for such firing temperatures. As shown and discussed in a previous paper [20], because

of the damage which develops during such firing cycles, microcracking processes occur as soon

as the mechanical loading of the fired FRRC starts and even if a linear domain characterizes

the behavior curves. For 4-point bending tests, microcracks initiate at the bottom edge of

the sample, i.e. precisely in the area which is considered for applying the 3-D DIC method.

Consequently, 3-D DIC strains are overestimated and Young’s modulus values are underesti-

mated. Thus, there are two phenomena which have opposite effects on the determination of

Young’s modulus. This can explain why the 3-D DIC Young’s modulus values obtained from

bending tests are close to those obtained from tensile tests. For the 110◦C drying tempera-

ture, Young’s modulus is overestimated (+11.5%) when considering the 3-D DIC results for

the bending test. As previously shown [20], microcrack processes are less active when loading

the 110◦C FRRC. This is due to the low damage state which results from a 110◦C drying cycle

compared to high temperature firing ones. As a consequence, the overestimation of the 3-D

DIC Young’s modulus values has a major influence.

Another way to compare the 3-D DIC strain evolutions with macroscopic measurements is

proposed in Figure 15 by considering the results of a monotonic 4-point bending test performed

on a 110◦C dried sample.

[Figure 15 about here.]
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Macroscopic strains correspond to the strain of the bottom sample face and is calculated

on one hand from the load measurements by considering the theory of elasticity and Young’s

modulus determined during tensile tests, and on the other hand by 3-D DIC measurement

applied on the area defined in Figure 14. By comparing the two curves it is possible to

conclude that 3-D DIC strain levels are underestimated and that the two strain evolutions

remain similar up to the sample fracture.

For damaged concretes, these results demonstrate the ability to determine Young’s modulus

from the 3-D DIC method even when considering the case of heterogeneously loaded structures

like bending beams. Indeed, despite of the uncertainty which characterizes these values, they

give better results compared to those obtained from mechanical beam deflection measurements.

This is mainly due to the fact that 3-D DIC strain calculations do not consider the influence

of the contact areas between the sample and loading rollers. As previously discussed [20],

the discrepancies between Young’s modulus values measured during tensile tests and 4-point

bending tests are due to local strain effects which take place at the roller/sample contacts and

influence the deflection measurement during bending tests.

5 Conclusion

Refractory castables exhibit very low strain levels before fracture when subjected to tension

or bending. At peak stress these levels are of the order of magnitude of 10−4. In the present

work, it has been shown that 3-D DIC makes it possible to measure such small strain levels

with a resolution close to 10−5. As a consequence, this method is useful to quantify the low

strain levels that characterize reinforced or unreinforced refractory castables during tensile and

bending tests. Furthermore, care must be taken when choosing the 3-D DIC parameter values

by taking into account the nature and the scale of the mechanical problem under consideration.

In the present paper, choices have been justified by way of a metrological analysis of 3-D DIC,

in order to evaluate the resolution, the standard uncertainty and the spatial resolution for

both displacement and strain measurements.

The optimal speckle size / subset size pair has been determined from the analysis of

synthetic speckle-pattern images. An image noise analysis has been carried out in order to

estimate the displacement and the strain resolutions. The displacement and the strain stan-

dard uncertainties have been evaluated using a sprayed FRRC bending specimen undergoing
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rigid body motions. An optimized compromise between the strain spatial resolution and strain

standard uncertainty has been reached, with a systematic strain error lower than 10−5.

Tensile and 4-point bending tests were performed using both the 3-D DIC technique and

mechanical extensometers. Strain values measured by 3-D DIC are in agreement with strain

values measured by mechanical extensometers. Moreover, extensometer values remain highly

dependent on their location on the sample because of FRRC heterogeneities and because of

strain localization phenomena. As the 3-D DIC method can determine a strain mean value

by averaging all the strain values of the field being considered, the material heterogeneity

becomes less influential. In this study, only macroscopic strain values have been monitored

to characterize the mechanical behavior. Full-field measurements could give complementary

information particularly when considering cracking processes.

A method that takes into account the strain gradient and the cracking processes has been

exposed in the case of a bending test. It illustrates the potentialities of the 3-D DIC method

for a structure subjected to a heterogeneous loading. As an example, it has been shown that

the material Young’s modulus can be determined from the 3-D DIC method by considering

part of the strain field of a bending sample face. As previously discussed, this cannot be

obtained by measuring the bending beam deflection because of the non-linear behaviors that

characterize damaged refractory castables. From now on, the 3-D DIC method can give some

useful and complementary data when studying the mechanical behavior of such materials.

These results are highly encouraging when considering that camera resolution will continue

to improve in the future. Another interesting step would be to adapt the 3-D DIC method in

order to be able to perform high temperature measurements.
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Figure 1: Region of interest (ROI) in dashed line for the bending test specimen (left) and for
the tensile test specimen (right). A random speckle pattern is obtained by projection of a
spray paint (black speckles on a white background)
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Figure 2: Experimental speckle-pattern image obtained by projection of black paint drops
on a white background on the bending test castable specimen, and its associated grey level
distribution (300×100 pixels sub-image, extracted from the entire ROI of the specimen image
of 1360× 260 pixels).
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Figure 3: Autocorrelation function: definition of the height h used for computing the auto-
correlation radius D/2.
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Figure 4: Plot of the displacement standard deviation between measured and prescribed dis-
placements versus the subset size, for ten distinct speckle-pattern sizes.
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Figure 5: Plots of µ(U) (square) and σ(U) (circle) calculated by 3-D DIC for specimen images
without any movement.
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Figure 6: σ(U) versus the subset size for 50 imposed solid body displacements of the bending
test castable specimen. In large line, the mean value and the standard deviation (error bars)
of σ(U) for all the experiments are plotted.
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Figure 7: Errors of 3-D DIC measurements on displacements imposed by a 1 µm resolution
micrometer translation stage.
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Figure 8: Plots of µ(ε) (square) and σ(ε) (circle) calculated by 3-D DIC for specimen images
without any movement, versus the nmp parameter.
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Figure 9: σ(ε) versus the nmp parameter (or optical gauge length) for 50 experiments. As a
large line the mean value and the standard deviation (error bars) of σ(ε) for all the experiments
are plotted.
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Figure 10: Strain bias versus the nmp parameter (or optical gauge length) for 50 experiments.
As a large line the mean value and the standard deviation (error bars) for all the experiments
are plotted.
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Figure 11: Zoom on the active parts of the tensile test device (left) and of the 4-point bending
test device (right) in the room temperature configuration.
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Figure 12: Elastic strain during a cyclic tensile test performed on a FRRC fired at 500◦C.
Comparison between strain measured by an extensometer and strain measured by 3-D DIC
at each storing time before (left) and after “smoothing” the 3-D DIC values (right).
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Figure 13: Comparison of behavior curves obtained by 3-D DIC and by an extensometer
during a tensile test performed on a FRRC fired at 500◦C.
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Area under consideration to calculate the mean strain by 3!D DIC

Figure 14: Partial view of a 4-point bending test: description of the area (45 mm width by
1 mm height) which is considered to calculate the mean value of the 3-D DIC longitudinal
strain and to determine the FRRC Young’s modulus in tension.
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From the theory of elasticity and load measurements
From the 3−D DIC method

Figure 15: Evolution of the elastic strain during a monotonic 4-point bending test performed
on a FRRC sample dried at 110◦C. On one hand strain values are calculated by considering
the theory of elasticity (eqn. (6)) and load measurements, on the other hand strain values are
obtained from the 3-D DIC method applied on the area defined in Figure 14.
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Young’s modulus
calculated with
extensometers in
the case of tensile
tests [GPa]

Young’s modulus
calculated with 3-D
DIC in the case of
tensile tests [GPa]

Young’s modulus
calculated with 3-D
DIC in the case
of 4-point bending
tests [GPa]

FRRC fired at 110◦C 30.1± 2.3 31.9 33.5
FRRC fired at 500◦C 11.5± 1.9 12.9 10.1
FRRC fired at 900◦C 13.0± 0.8 12.1 12.0

Table 1: Comparison between Young’s modulus values determined from extensometer mea-
surements and Young’s modulus values determined from 3-D DIC in the cases of tensile tests
and 4-point bending tests.
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